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1. Introduction
A data warehouse is defined as an integration of a subject-oriented, a time-variant, and a
non-volatile data. Based on the definition, we organize the data warehouse by domains
(spatial areas) and in thematic categories (types of features) [1][2].
The loading and maintenance processes are one of the tasks that more effort and demand
require. The ETL process needs a temporary storing place for the recovered data from its
sources (transactional databases). In our study case, we have that the agency in charge of the
study of Popocatepetl’s behavior obtains the information from different sources as it’s
shown in Figure 1.

Fig. 1. Data Warehouse’s Arquitecture
We present an object model for defining vague regions which rests on “traditional” (that is,
exact) modeling techniques. This modeling strategy simultaneously expresses the authors’
opinion that it is unnecessary to begin from scratch when modeling vague spatial objects.
On the contrary, it is possible to extend, rather than to replace, the current theory of spatial
database systems and GIS. Furthermore, moving from an exact to a vague domain does not
necessarily invalidate conventional geometry; it is merely an extension. Consequently, the
current exact object models that are restricted to determinate spatial objects can be
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considered as simplified special cases of a richer class of models for general spatial objects. It
turns out that this is exactly the case for the model to be presented.
The paper's structure is as follows, Section 2 presents modeling a fuzzy spatial
datawarehouse considering the case when vague regions are included. Section 3 presents
the construction of the fuzzy spatial data warehouse. Section 4 presents results and
conclusion.

2. Related work
There are several representations and manipulation of vague regions, one of the most
representatives is the Fuzzy Minimum Boundary Rectangle (FMBR) [4], that includes use of
Fuzzy Logic to define degrees of memberships according to a membership function. In
many geographical applications there is a need to model spatial phenomena not simply by
sharp objects but rather through indeterminate or vague concepts. FMBR have been used to
model such geographical data; it is considered an adequate tool to represent problems
related with vague regions. FMBR is composed by two regions, the first region, called
kernel, describes which part of the vague region belongs to it. The second region called
boundary describes the fuzzy area of a vague region [4].
The Fuzzy Data Cube (FDC) [5] is a fuzzy multidimensional structure to query data in a
darawarehouse using OLAP tools. It was initially defined for the sales problem, but in a
different context, it is built by evaluating a membership function for each attributes stored in
the data warehouse. The result is a degree of membership that is stored in the FDC. Part of
this paper consists on to extend the definition of FDC considering a Spatial Database.
Working with the semantic of the attributes in a data cube is another approach that has not
been widely considered. The representation of this model helps to draw conclusions with a
higher degree of uncertainty [6], based on the classification performance in order to assist
the decision support tasks, which has been an application of data cubes.

3. Modeling the fuzzy spatial data warehouse
Considering the previous work on section 2 and given that there is no a single existing
model that integrates the concepts of Fuzzy Logic, spatial databases and data warehouses,
our main goal is to develop a model considering such kind of integration.
The information under research requires a domain compressing the operational databases
and other sources either internal or external [3], as it is shown in Figure 1. We assume that
the data warehouse is represented as a multidimensional model [3], which represents the
architecture of it. Figure 2 shows the proposed architecture of a Fuzzy Spatial Data
Warehouse related with risk zones of Popocatepetl volcano.
In data warehousing context a fact represents the civil Protection Plan for natural disasters,
and they are measured by demographic density and time to evacuate an area under threat.
The information can be obtained by integration from each of the data warehouse’s
dimensions. Each dimension is organized by hierarchical levels; for instance de Space
dimension is divided into state, region, county and town represented by their Fuzzy
Minimum Boundary Rectangle (FMBR). As you can see this represents the levels of
aggregation [3].
The treatment of spatial objects with indeterminate boundaries is especially problematic for
the computer scientist who is confronted with the difficulties how to model such objects in a
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Fig. 2. Architecture proposed of a Fuzzy Spatial Data Warehouse
database system, so that they correspond to the user’s intuition, how to finitely represent them
in a computer format, how to develop spatial index structures for them, and how to draw
them. Computer Scienctists are accustomed to the abstraction process of simplifying spatial
phenomena of the real world through the concepts of conventional binary logic, reduction of
dimension, and cartographic generalization to precisely defined, simply structured, and
sharply bounded objects of Euclidean geometry like points, lines, and regions.
To define the Fuzzy Spatial Data Warehouse we begin with the dimensionality of the
warehouse, based on the study case known, as risk areas nearby Popocatepetl volcano. To
handle the information we use a Geographical Information System that contains
georeferenced data from maps of the State of Puebla.
In Figure 4, it is shown the Snow Flake Schema [7] to be used in the Fuzzy Spatial Data
Warehouse, as an extension of the multidimensional model shown in Figure 2. Notice how
each of the dimensions are laid out. The main reason behind to select the Snow Flake
Schema, is that the fact table is a table that uses the main table to relate with other fact sub
tables. In such way, the datawarehouse has a tree like representation, where the root
represents the principal fact table, and every node at the first level represents dimension and
the remainder nodes with a level greater than 1 are called sub dimensional nodes.
Consider that a georeferenced data follows a recursive definition [11] of spatial concept,
thus, it can be used to define a geographic concept. That is a geographic concept is either (i)
a geographic data element, or it is (ii) a set of geographic concepts. Analogously, the
physical manifestation of a geographic concept, namely a geographic object, is also
expressible recursively as either a geographic element, or as a set of geographic objects, this
definition is very important because that gives us the opportunity to work with star schema
without ambiguity [7].
Thus far, working with the Snow Flake Schema it is possible to unfold each of the tables that
each dimension describes, and adding the fuzzy spatial component to each table in order to
be represented in the data warehouse.
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3.1 Getting the spatial data from ArcGIS
The office in charge of natural disasters in México defined several risk zones in the
Popocatepetl area, Figure 3 shows these areas including the county division in the State of
Puebla. All the geographical information has to be stored in a vectorial format, where lines,
points are stored as attributes of a spatial data base and each element represent a coordinate
pair (x,y).

Fig. 3. Risk Zones in State of Puebla as they are shown with ArcGIS
Even though that the risk zones are well defined, they have a strong fuzzy component
making that each object from a map (points, lines, polygons) to grow in volume, as it has
been referenced, affecting the performance of the datawarehouse.
3.2 Fuzzy sets for the fuzzy spatial datawarehouse
Based on the nature of the geographic information, a fuzzy set is defined and related to each
of the dimensions of the proposed schema (Figure 4). According to that schema for each
dimension we have a set that represents certain degree of membership and based on that a
label or a linguistic label is assigned. With that relationship, all the attributes get a semantic
meaning in the warehouse (Figure 5).
Let see how that approach works; assume we have for each dimension or fact table a fuzzy
set; and consider the fact table Plan of Contingency and we want to assign the degrees of
membership to this set; notice that the available labels are MUCH, FEW or VERY FEW
which represent the population where this variable belongs.
3.3 Spatial information in fuzzy spatial data warehouse
When researchers work with spatial data and data warehouses, they find that they know a
few about implicit grouping hierarchy of such data, that is a problem because the
preaggregation methods can not be applied to OLAP’s operations [2][8][9]. Based on that, it
is difficult to obtain different levels of grouping inside the data warehouse. In order to
overcome this problem, three solutions are proposed in [2][8][9]:
1. Store the spatial pointers of each object without calculating the spatial measures from
the spatial data cube.
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Fig. 4. Snow Flake Schema

Fig. 5. Fuzzy Sets related to Data Warehouse Dimensions
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2.

Precompute and store some of the estimations about the spatial measures in the spatial
data cube.
3. Perform selective operation measuring of some spatial measures the spatial data cube.
The way we obtain the spatial measures from the spatial data cube is by generating the
information during the ETL process [10]. This process requires of spatial queries instead of
query the data warehouse directly. We proposed to do this in three steps [10]:
1. Select the results that are close to the expected output from an SQL statement.
2. Load those results into the Data warehouse and create a new table for the spatial
dimension.
3. Do the OLAP operations such as the generation of the data cube.
The first step is the most important, because it is possible to generate complex spatial
queries [10]; together with the GIS, some of the operations that we perform are topological,
intersection and distance operations among others. Figure 6 shows those operations
involved.

Fig. 6. Space Dimension from the Snow Flake Schema
For each table from Figure 6 is possible to create another spatial queries according to the
information stored in the spatial database, and then, generate sort of aggregated data to be
used in a future spatial query [2][10]. For instance, in County Table we have a polygon as
spatial feature with its Cartesian coordinates.
As you can see in Figure 7, the attribute Polygon shows the coordinates for each county
idenyified by ID_num, and working with this information inside the datawarehouse is not
possible, because its representation is by levels of aggregation. If we want to answer a query
like Q1: “Show all towns closer to an evacuation route”, using the information stored in the
ArcGIS's spatial database, what we can obtain is:
•
The relationship between a distance value and the towns from the spatial fact table.
•
Each distance value stored with a unique ID in order to distinguish them.
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Fig. 7. County Table
•
The attribute Polygon dropped in the County Table.
•
A new table containing all the values.
Figure 8 shows such changes in the County Table.

Fig. 8. Changes to the Schema of County and Distances
Our model let us to have several types of queries based on differents points of view. In our
study case we proposed four different queries (considering distance) related to the spatial
dimension.
Figure 9 shows how Distance, Within, Intersection, FMBR Asociated will be the new tables
to Spatial Dimension. Intersection deals with the level of danger related to a town, Within
shows the number of inhabitants close to an evacuation route and FMBR Asociated
considers a potential area of lava flow close to town(s). Based on the schema of the figure 9,
it is how the Spatial Information can be represented inside the data warehouse.
3.4 Fuzzy spatial data warehouse membership functions representation
Once all the spatial values have been assigned to the warehouse, one task has to be done;
that is, the calculation of the degree of membership to each register that will be stored in the
table. For example, let’s see the table Within, that table is related with the number of
inhabitants that live close to an evacuation route and its linguistic values are Very Few, Few
and Many. These values depend on the amount of people who live in the surrounding area
of an evacuation route.
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Fig. 9. Modified Schema for Spatial Dimension
As you can see in Figure 10 for an spatial value, a fuzzy value is matched, and its value
comes as a result of evaluating the membership function.

Fig. 10. Linguistic values associated to within function
In Figure 11 is shown the way an emprical value is calculated based on the Within Table,
notice the relationship between the maximum speed limit in one road and the type of
evacuation route and the number of passangers that certain bus can carry.

Fig. 11. Empirical Estimation of the Linguistic Variables
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During the transition process the degrees of membership between speed, type of road and
number of passangers are assigned according to the linguistic values, that variables have.
A new query needs to be done in order to determine if the statement could be fullfillment or
not, such a query (statement) is “E1= Traveling in a paved road at high speed and carrying
very few passangers”. Table 1 shows the results of the evaluation of the command
E1through the evaluation of the aggregated membership function (1). The result tells us that
does not matter how well are the conditions, if the number of passangers is very low and the
required time is not an issue.
min(max[μ(road), μ(velocity), μ(passengers)])

(1)

Table 1. Evaluation of the command E1

Table 2. Evaluation of the linguistic variables on (1)
Table 2 shows the empirical assignments of the membership degrees of the linguistic
variables that are involved in the command E1. Based on the values assigned to the
linguistic variables, the degree of fullfillment of E1 was found 0.3. This result means that is
very few probable than few passengers be traveling in a paved road at high speed.

4. Conclusions
This work represents a part of the Intelligent Geographical Project, that will model a
geographic area in the same way as in the real world appears, taking advantage of the
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Information Technology. We have integrated ArcGIS technology with Fuzzy Theory, given
the fact that linguistic variables get closer to coloquial language and they describe a
geographic situation in a natural way.
The main contribution of this work is the integration of Fuzzy Logic with Spatial Databases
in order to help during the decision support and OLAPs querying processes.
ArcGIS allows to obtain spatial features by the queries execution on maps. These spatial
features are integrated into a multidimensional database allowing aggregation and
disaggregation OLAP operations on it, avoiding the use of classic spatial access methods. In
addition, spatial semantic is added to spatial and not spatial dimensions of the
multidimensional model improving the decision making process. Finally, the Fuzzy Spatial
Data Warehouse’s design methodology proposed, simplify the use of the existing analysis
tools for exploting the potential of Data Warehouses.
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